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Reuse of Excess Research 
Data for New Researches

ABSTRACT

The chapter presents a specific niche dilemma regarding the ethical aspects of utilization of data gathered 
for one specific research for another research, which was not specified to the data suppliers (sample) at 
the time of gathering, or that the data suppliers were not even informed of the possibility of such occur-
rence. That dilemma of the reuse of research data stems from motives that are also (among others) rooted 
in the aim to increase the public good, and the dilemma is between potential benefits and potential harm. 
As the forces that create the dilemma are growing in concurrence with current trends in research and 
research financing, the dilemma commands some attention, even if it seems at first glance to be minor 
compared to issues related to business data mining and governmental data bases. The discussion ends 
with a possible solution, but the reader is encouraged to think about the dilemma and understand it rather 
than “solve” it. The novice can regard this as an introduction to the dilemma while the experienced 
researcher will view it as a summary. However, this sort of research need to be supported to uphold 
the ethical aspects of data mining and their various applications in the socio-economic development 
processes of a country, such as generic or specific researches, entrepreneurship development through 
innovation, and trading, commerce or e-governance through the utilization of innovative technologies.

INTRODUCTION

The dilemma described in this chapter occurs 
between two public interests, the first is the 
moral obligation to maximize the benefit for 
the public derived from the utilization of public 
funds; the second is the moral obligation to utilize 
private information for the purpose presented as 
the background to which it was supplied. That 
second moral obligation is rooted not only in the 

moral obligation to use information gathered for 
research just for that specific reason and not for 
any other. Additionally there is another driving 
force for maximizing the research efficiency and 
publication of its results. It is expressed in the 
academic world as the saying, “Publish or perish,” 
which is a well-known cultural proverb (Porath, 
2012). It is understood not as a recommendation 
but as a way of life for academics. It signifies 
the increasing demand on researcher to publish 
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increasing empirical or empirically supported 
research which is leading to a higher pressure to 
gather information, enlist bigger samples and to 
improve the statistical analysis. The pressure to 
use larger samples is often equated with stronger 
statistical significance. Gathering information is 
therefore, becoming more costly all the time due to 
the need for bigger samples. Added to that, is the 
need to perform multiple disciplinary researches 
that has led to a situation where more complex 
issues are researched in social sciences.

The factors mentioned above, the need for 
larger samples, more complex issues and the 
public lack of will to supply evidence is making 
the research performance more complex and 
more expansive. The increasingly expansive cost 
is measured both in effort and time as well as in 
actual expenditure.

This study illustrates through four specific ex-
amples, such as Research in Psychology, Academy 
Industry Links, R&D Financing and the Mutual 
Card the finer points of an ethical dilemma, dis-
cussed in it. The topic of government data bases 
where there are issues of personal as well as 
national security balanced versus individual and 
groups rights, is not discussed, but only mentioned 
here as it is felt that it deserves special care. See 
Example 1.

While this situation is not research prohibi-
tive, it is enough to make the researcher wish to 
extract the maximum possible benefit from each 
information gathering event.

For our discussion here, we can define a Re-
search Gathering Event as both the distribution and 
collection of a questionnaire or the setting up of 
interviews and performing them. It includes also 
the effort invested in preparing for them, such as 
the validation of the questionnaires, the identi-
fication of the sample group and the calculation 
of the size of it. The relevant cost would include 
also the cost of the statistical analysis required in 
order to extract the answer to the research ques-
tions mentioned.

It is claimed that the increased transaction cost 
has two effects, one is the preference of case stud-
ies to large statistical researches; and the second 
is the aspiration to extract the maximum amount 
of information from each information gathering 
event. See Example 2. 

Therefore, in order to make the most of the 
effort of gathering information we tend to gather 
more information than is strictly envisioned as 
required by the research questions and hypotheses. 
We create data collections tools (questionnaires, 
interviews etc.) that are more comprehensive than 
strictly required for the original research.

Example 1. Research in psychology 

Assume a research in psychology requiring interviews which later 
on need to be transcribed and analyzed. An interviewer cost is 
35$ per hour (Master student) and each transcription of such an 
interview is another 20$. If the research deals with a small sample 
presented as case studies (up to 5 cases)requiring each just one 
hour interview to deal with the specific research question, the 
cost would be under 300$. However, if the research would like to 
present a statistically significance and the calculated sample would 
be over 75 cases the cost would raise to over 4,000 $ and that is 
before additional cost raising requirements, such as administrating 
the entire operation including the coordination of interviewers 
and interviewees and the additional cost of statistical analysis.

Example 2. Academy industry links 

A researcher in the school of management at a large university 
has a PhD student interested in the R&D connections between 
industry and academy. As the resources of the specific researcher 
are limited, in order to allow for the student to perform the research 
for his PhD the researcher has to elect one of two different courses 
of action: prepare a research proposal and submit it to an available 
relevant grant for the research funding required for preparing a 
validated questionnaire, distributing it to a sample of relevant 
SMEs and gather it for statistical analysis, including the wait for 
the approval of the funds, the budgeting at the university and the 
execution of the work to be followed by a report to the fund; or 
to offer to the student an in depth analysis of several case studies 
demonstrating the relevant points. The second option would in 
most cases to progress without significant cost, or a small enough 
cost for the researcher to raise from internal funds, remains of 
former funds, the university or the student himself, and use some 
of the data available from other researches or from data bases. 
If the first choice is taken, the researcher will urge the student 
to make the questionnaire as wide ranging as possible to assure 
that it may contain information for future research so as to avoid 
a repetition of the entire fund raising process.
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